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Neither the sun nor death can be looked at with a steady eye.

—François de la rochefoucauld (1613—1680)

whose job is it to protect the dead?  

deities and their subordinates? ancient egypt’s jackal-headed anubis?  
Greek mythology’s Hades, strict god of the underworld? yama, the Hindu 
god of death who directs souls, based upon their deeds and karma, to a next 
destination? The aztec god mictlantecuhtli? yéwa, a spirit associated with 
graveyards, beauty and dreams in west african and diasporic cultures?  
azrael, an angel of death in islamic and Christian cultures? maybe, and as 
more recent and secular respondents suggest, the responsibility belongs to  
the spirit of the first person interred in each cemetery.  

what happens, though, when that task is left to the living, still moving 
through life, who’ve yet—as the euphemism goes—to “pass away”? How  
do we mortal mourners keep our own lives on track as we fulfill obligations  
to the dead, who can no longer take care of themselves? There is so much  
to do: burying or burning, lamenting, comforting and being comforted,  
remembering, commemorating. There’s the black hole of loss one teeters at  
the edge of, and the ongoing challenges of weathering grief ’s inevitable wake 
of unruly emotions. There’s the suddenly-turned-nostalgic personal effects and 
frustrating administrative tasks one has no choice but to attend to. dutifully, 
we-the-living plow ahead, needing things to settle down for us, as well as  

for the dead. but should things not work out quite that way, as pictures in  
this book remind us, outsourcing is worth considering. 

in eastlawn Cemetery, in milmont Park, Pennsylvania, in the closing weeks 
of 2018, one particular sleep-in-heavenly-peace scenario was disrupted  
when a hefty slab of black granite—the gravestone memorializing Joseph 
Charles kereszi, Jr., who died earlier in the year—keeled over backwards 
under mysterious circumstances. no one was around to hear or see or fess up 
to what transpired. That explains why, when lisa kereszi learned her father’s 
headstone (which features a photo of him in his Cadillac, taken by her, 
etched prominently into its shiny surface) had been tipped over, whodunit 
suppositions sprang to mind. 

was the stone knocked over, in the weeks after Halloween, by pranksters  
delivering literal kicks and getting figurative ones by “defying” death? if 
neither racial nor anti-semitic animus (all-too-common drivers of graveyard 
vandalism) were the likely motivators, what other hate-fueled scenarios might 
have been acted out? was a deer to blame? a faulty monument installation? 
no one could say. so, some weeks after the stone was righted, a medium 
known for evidence collection was called into service. when graves are van-
dalized, when the deceased and their survivors are disrespected, it’s up to the 
distressed, sad, maybe overwhelmed, maybe guilty, maybe angry, left-behind 
living to restore the integrity of a supposedly inviolable place. if photography 
couldn’t retroactively solve the prior crime, perhaps it could be counted upon 
to shed some light, should something similar happen in the future. That’s why 
the prophylactic, forensic images in this book were made. 
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